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Message from  
the Editor-in-Chief

Mining, a new MDPI journal, presents 
a great opportunity for disseminating 
your valuable research, focusing on the 
mining industry and related engineering 
sciences. You will benefit from a 
rigorous and fast submission, review, 
and publication process, facilitated by a 
strong team of Editorial Board Members. 
The research area covers the global 
mining life cycle (from prospection/
exploration to mine closure, including 
ore extraction and beneficiation) as 
well as all other aspects of mining. 
The journal will also encourage new 
trends relating to the concept of 
Mining 4.0, including best practices 
and technological developments, mine 
digitalization, geometallurgy, and 
sustainability. We will work together to 
make this open-access journal one of 
the top journals in the field, with great 
impact.

Editor-in-Chief
Prof. Dr. Mostafa Benzaazoua

Aims
Mining (ISSN 2673-6489) is an advanced 
forum for studies related to mining science 
and engineering in the 21st century. As 
of late, the mining industry has known 
many metamorphoses constrained by 
numerous economic, technical, social, and 
environmental issues. World-leading mining 
companies still need high-level research 
and developments in many domains related 
to the complete mining cycle. Therefore, 
research related to mining is growing in 
many related fields. The journal publishes 
reviews, regular research papers, and 
technical notes as well as Special Issues on 
particular subjects.

The aim of Mining is to encourage scientists 
to publish their research work in as much 
detail as possible. Therefore, there is 
no restriction on the maximum length 
of papers submitted to the journal. Full 
experimental details should be provided 
so that the results can be reproduced. 
In addition, electronic files or software 
regarding the full details of the calculations 
and experimental procedure as well 
as source codes can be submitted as 
supplementary material.



Scope
 - mine exploration geology
 - mining geodesy and geophysics
 - underground engineering in mining
 - mining engineering
 - rock mechanics in mining
 - mining automation and integration
 - remote sensing and monitoring in mining
 - safety technology and engineering in 

mining
 - post-mining management
 - mineral/metallurgical processing and 

beneficiation
 - ventilation systems in mining
 - mining environment
 - mine pollution assessment and control
 - mining circular economy
 - life cycle assessment in mining

Author Benefits
Open Access
Unlimited and free access for readers

No Copyright Constraints
Retain copyright of your work and free use 
of your article

Thorough Peer - Review

Discounts on Article Processing Charges 
(APC)
If you belong to an institute that participates 
with the MDPI Institutional Open Access 
Program

No Space Constraints, No Extra Space or 
Color Charges
No restriction on the maximum length of the 
papers, number of figures, or use of colors

Coverage by Leading Indexing Services
GeoRef, AGRIS, and other databases

Rapid Publication
A first decision is provided to authors 
approximately 15 days after submission; 
acceptance to publication is undertaken 
in 2.8 days (median values for papers 
published in this journal in the second half 
of 2023)
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